Travel Journal of Regina Chan –

Brussels, Belgium

Date: Jun 13 – Jun 19, 2015

“I remember: The European Parliament, The
International School of Protocol & Diplomacy,
College of Europe, The Parlamentarium, The
Atomium, St. Michael and St. Gudula Cathedral, The Parc du Cinquantenaire, Grand
Place, The Manneken Pis, Waterloo Battlefield, Bruges”

Day 1

The restaurant where we had lunch: a
cozy setup where we were surrounded
by the aura of books! We could also feel
the vibe of Brussels coming through the
smiles that people wore on their faces.

The Atomium was a historical monument
composing of gigantic iron crystals, the
Atomiumwas the first place we visited. It
was built to convey the message of peace
and remained one of the landmarks of
Brussels.

(P.S. the fruit beer was hands-down the best I have ever
tasted)

Day 2
Had a series of interesting lectures spanning across a variety of
subjects such as Economics, Politics and Education, two of
which I enjoyed the most were about the Erasmus Program and
EU funded projects in Macao due to their relevancy. It was really
an unparalleled experience being at the heart of the European
Union and to learn so much from speakers who were experienced officials. Very active that we were, we have indeed learnt
more than expected!

Day 3
The message of respect really conveyed to me at the European Parliament. I deeply
appreciate the effort taken by the EU to have employed more than 20 interpreters so
that representatives from every member state can deliver their speeches in their
mother tongues. This act ensures that every representative is at their most natural
state when delivering their speeches.

Through our visit to the Macau's Representative Office
in the City of Brussels, we were reminded of the status
of Macau as an international city and especially its ties
to countries in Europe such as Portugal. The fact that
we are a former Portuguese colony, coupled with our
increased exchanges with Portugal on various levels,
could not emphasize enough the importance of mastering Portuguese to fluency.

Day 4

Day 4
Bruges is definitely one of the most beautiful places I have
ever visited. There is also a saying that you could never
take a picture of Bruges you would deem as unpleasant no
matter how your photography skills are.

Our dinner with members of the Macau's Representative
Office in the City of Brussels as well as professors and
European studies majors from the University of Macau was
awesome. In addition to enjoying the signature dishes of
Brussels, we also had a productive discussion on different
issues related to Macau and the EU.

Day 5
Parliamentarian: reinforcement of the structures of the EU, and a rehash of what
we have learnt from the different organizations and institutions throughout this
journey. Bought souvenirs and excellent chocolate at the souvenir stores of
renowned chocolate brands.

Though reluctant to part with this beautiful
city, I have taken on the initiative to be a
more active member in spreading the word
about the EU in Macau.

